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We curate the best of best of what’s out there and make 
sure that everything on our site will help you stand out.

Trusted by 1000’s of companies

The least stressful shopping you’ll do all season. 

Swag.com lets 
you customize, 
shop, store and 
ship holiday gifts. 
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Whether it’s a single branded 
item, or a fully customized box 

of hand-selected products, 
Swag.com makes it easy 
to design, store and ship 

products all over the world. 
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Choose products you love.

Easily add your logo or design using our instant mockup feature.

We’ll create a digital swag closet to hold your products until you are ready to ship.

Send goods to a single address, or to multiple addresses worldwide.

Shop.
Customize.

Store.

Ship.
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Need some inspiration?
Holiday Swag Box Ideas

Start your shopping here with some examples of custom holiday 
boxes designed by other Swag.com customers.



Festive Drink Box

1A

1B
1C

1A) Hot Chocolate Mug - Modern-shaped ceramic mug is decorated with a cheeky chocolate drip. 1B) Hot Cocoa - Serve up some comfort, warmth and smiles with these single serve 
packets of large hot cocoa mix. 1C) Hot Cocoa On A Spoon - Celebrate the holidays with this Hot Chocolate on a Spoon Favor, coming in a variety of flavors.

The perfect festive box for a 
warm night by the fire.
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Essential Box

2A

2B

2C

2D

2A) Swag.com Beanie - Winter just got a lot warmer with this one size fits all 8.5’’ fully custom beanie, it will keep you nice and warm and looking your best. 2B) Fully Custom Scarf
 - These high-quality scarves are made from thick acrylic to create a warm and comfortable scarf that can showcase your brand on the coldest of days. 2C) Micro-mink Blanket
 - Snuggle up with this 50’’ x 60’’ micro mink sherpa blanket. It features faux micro mink on one side and soft, warm faux lambswool on the other. 2D) Dallas 20oz Tumbler - This 20 oz 
double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal tumbler has copper vacuum insulation and a synthetic cork base.

The go-to box for winter essentials. 
Keep yourself and your drink warm. 
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Classic Box

3A

3B

3C

3D

3E

3A) Cork Camper Mug - It’s a double wall stainless steel thermal mug with copper vacuum insulation with a clear push-on lid and a signature synthetic cork base. 3B) Truffle Gift Box
 - The decadent flavor filled truffles sit in a checkered pattern inside this elegant metallic gift box with matching stretch bow. 3C) Swag.com Socks - These custom socks are so 
comfortable you won’t want to take them off! 3D) Hot Cocoa On A Spoon Set - It includes the essential ingredients for the perfect cup of Hot Chocolate, 2 Milk and 2 Dark Hot 
Chocolate on a Spoon, Mini Marshmallows (1.4 oz) and Crushed Peppermint (3 oz). 3E) Custom Vinyl Stickers - Make your logo and design pop with the best and coolest stickers around!

Great for a snowy morning —  
stay cozy, enjoy delicious chocolate.
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Premium Box

4A

4B

4C

4D

4A) 10 Piece Truffle Box - The 10 piece Truffle Box is a delicious way to promote any brand! 4B) Ember Travel Mug - Designed to be used on-the-go, the new Ember Travel Mug² does 
more than simply keep your coffee hot. 4C) KeySmart CleanKey - The CleanKey is the safe and easy way to avoid germs. 4D) Painted Apple AirPods - Enjoy immersive sound and 
optimal comfort with the Apple AirPods.

This box is premium, sleek, and is 
all about that executive feel. Keep it 
classy this holiday season.
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Stay Warm Box

5A

5B

5C

5D

5A) Swag.com Beanie - Winter just got a lot warmer with this one size fits all 8.5’’ fully custom beanie, it will keep you nice and warm and looking your best. 5B) Fully Custom Gloves 
- These fully custom knit gloves are available in three styles. 5C) North Face Canyon Fleece - Protect yourself from the elements at work or play with this sleek, smooth-faced fleece 
built for rock-solid durability and easy movement. 5D) Fully Custom Scarf - These high-quality scarves are made from thick acrylic to create a warm and comfortable scarf that can 
showcase your brand on the coldest of days.

All of your warm essentials to 
survive the winter in style.
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Stay Zen Box

6A

6B

6C

6D

6E

6A) Custom Sleep Mask - The Eye Mask will block out any unwanted light and allow you to catch Z’s like a baby! 6B) Desk Humidifier - It produces a mist to replenish moisture in dry 
areas and connects directly to any USB port. 6C) Modern Sprout Grow Set - This ceramic candle vessel transforms into a planter after the flame has burned down and includes a 
complete kit to grow either aloe, basil, or daisies! 6D) Aromatherapy 16oz Candle - The Aromatherapy Wax Candle comes in a 16oz country comfort glass jar. 6E) Modern Sprout Tree Kit 
- Modern Sprout is on a mission to help reforest the future – for every kit purchased, a donation is made to plant a tree.!

Kick back, relax, and zen out with 
this box of soothing products. 
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WFH Survival Kit

7A

7B

7C

7D

7A) Anker PowerCore Charger - Charge your electronics faster with this 10,000 mAh Anker Power Bank! It has the capacity to charge electronics a couple of times on a single charge. 7B) 
Custom Tile Mate - Now with a longer 200 ft range, Mate easily attaches to keys, purses or anything else you need to keep track of regularly. 7C) Swag.com Face Mask -  Our reusable 
washable face masks are designed to give you the best fit, with maximum breathability while offering solid barrier protection. 7D) Asobu Cold Brew - The Asobu Coldbrew Insulated 
Portable Brewer is an innovative brewing method combining coarse coffee grounds, cold water and a long steeping time.

We could all use a wfh survival kit—
stay charged, caffeine and tech-wise.
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Wine Lovers

7A

7B

7C

7D

7E

7A) Electric Wine Opener- Make wine opening simple and easy with this battery operated wine opener that has a non-stick coated helix screw. 7B) Asobu Wine Kuzie - IThe Asobu 
Insulated Wine Kuzie is ideal for keeping your wine chilled and constantly at the perfect temperature. 7C) Modern Sprout Grow Set - This ceramic candle vessel transforms into a planter 
after the flame has burned down. 7D) Corkcicle Wine Aerator - The Corkcicle Aerator aerates your wine as you pour, introducing just the right amount of oxygen for subtle flavors. 7E) 
Barware Tool Set - This Bullware five piece bar tool set includes a stainless steel jigger, bottle opener, strainer, and mixing spoon all conveniently packaged in a wooden storage box.

The perfect set for the wine 
lover. Everything you need to 
enjoy a glass in the evening.
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8A) TOPO Ragg Cap - This time-tested classic ragg wool cap. 8B) Allbirds Men’s Wool Runners - The most comfortable shoes you’ve ever have! 8C) Marine Layer W Joggers - These 
absurdly soft joggers. 8D) Bella Pullover Hoodie - The coziest pullover hoodie around. 9A) Skullcandy Headphones 3 - The Skullcandy Riff On-Ear Bluetooth Headphones. 9B) Triad 
Charging Cable - This 3-in-1 light up logo cable. 9C) Anker PowerCore Charger - Charge your electronics faster with this 10,000 mAh Anker Power Bank! 9D) Convex Bluetooth Speaker 
- Turn any mobile into a portable sound system. 10A) Cambria Mug - The Cambria Mug will stand out among all the other mugs. 10B) Asobu Urban - The fashion forward URBAN line of 
bottles. 10C) Yeti Rambler Lowball - The Rambler 10 oz. Lowball is the ideal drinking companion. 10D) 17oz Swag Bottle - 17 oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel thermal bottle.

Our curated selection of products that are perfect to 
add to a custom swag box or to purchase individually!

Apparel

Tech

Drinkware

8A

9A

10A 10B 10C 10D

8B

9B

8C

9C

8D

9D

Popular Swag
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The one stop shop for 
all of your swag needs

Ample storage

No more cluttered office with tons of swag 

boxes.

Exclusive shipping rates

Shipping costs are reduced which means, yep 

you guessed it, savings for you. 

Super fast turnaround

Once swag hits your inventory, we’ll distribute 

— overnight if needed! 

Hours of your life back

A really important feature! 

Save money

Buy swag in bulk

Leave the heavy lifting to us

No need to spent time packing and shipping 

yourself

Intuitive dashboard

See what inventory you have at all times and 

restock when needed.

Easy-to-use

Pull from inventory whenever you need it or 

send swag to multiple addresses in a matter of 

seconds

.

.

.
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Thanks!
If you need any help creating your perfect box, please 
contact us and we would be happy to help!

345 7th Ave, unit 501 NY, NY 10001 customer@swag.com 718-878-4442


